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Black Shark BS-T9 Headphones (Black)
Black Shark BS-T9 are wireless headphones that will allow you to rediscover your favorite songs. They are equipped with 13 mm drivers,
providing high-quality sound. Thanks to ENC technology, you can make phone calls even in noisy environments, and touch panels make
headphone operation easy. With up to 40 hours of battery life with the charging case, you can enjoy music for extended periods without
frequent recharging. They are also IPX4 waterproof, making them suitable for intense workouts.
 
High-Quality Music Experience
Listening  to  music  becomes  a  true  pleasure  with  Black  Shark  BS-T9  headphones.  These  headphones  feature  13-millimeter  dynamic
drivers that deliver incredibly clear and detailed sound, balancing high tones and powerful bass for an exceptional audio experience.
 
Crystal Clear Conversations
Now you can have clear conversations with friends and family no matter where you are. These headphones offer excellent call quality
and  eliminate  background noise  thanks  to  advanced ENC technology.  Whether  you're  in  a  crowded shopping  center,  on  a  train,  or  in
heavy traffic, nothing will disrupt your conversation.
 
Extended Playtime
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Listen to music without limits! Black Shark BS-T9 can play your favorite songs for up to 7 hours on a single charge. Need more playtime?
No problem!  The  included charging  case  extends  the  headphone's  battery  life  up  to  40  hours.  Moreover,  just  10  minutes  of  charging
provides an additional 4 hours of playtime.
 
Wireless Freedom
Connection problems are a  thing of  the past.  Black Shark headphones use the latest  Bluetooth 5.3  version,  ensuring faster  and more
stable signal transmission with lower energy consumption. In gaming mode, you can enjoy exceptionally low latency, ensuring perfect
audio and video synchronization. Focus fully on your game or favorite music without worrying about interference!
 
Lightweight, Ergonomic Design
The BS-T9 model surprises with an incredibly lightweight design – each headphone weighs only 3.5 grams! They fit comfortably in your
ears, allowing you to use them for hours without fatigue or discomfort. They are also IPX4 waterproof, so you can enjoy music without
worry during intense workouts or rainy walks – rain and sweat won't be a problem.
 
Full Control at Your Fingertips
Headphone operation has never been easier! Black Shark BS-T9 headphones come with intuitive touch panels that provide quick access
to essential functions. You can control music playback, change songs, manage calls, or activate gaming mode with ease. See for yourself
how simple it is!
 
Included in the Package
Headphones
Charging case
USB-C charging cable
User manual
Manufacturer
Black Shark
Model
BS-T9
Color
Black
Drivers
13 mm
Bluetooth Version
5.3
Bluetooth Protocols
HFP / A2DP / AVRCP
Bluetooth Codec
SBC
Battery Life
7h 
40h (with charging case)
Charging Time
Approximately 2 hours
Charging Interface
USB-C
Weight (per headphone)
3.5 g
Water Resistance
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IPX4

Price:

Before: € 20.5041

Now: € 19.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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